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From best-selling author Margaret Wise Brown, comes a wonderfully satisfying board book edition

of a beloved story. Brown's lyrical text and gentle question/answer format offer young children

plenty of opportunity to chime right in! The sweet characters are brought to life with adorable

paintings by best-selling artist Lisa McCue.
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This is a beautiful story of a little bunny who awakens in his rabbit hole to the sounds of the

morning. It encourages the childs participation by asking the child to make the noises the little bunny

hears. The illustrations by Lisa McCue are just gorgeous! My 17 month old son just loves this book!

We read all the time.

My almost 2 year old loves this book soooo much! We read it over and over (20+ times) the first day

we got it. I make the noises and motions (like "achoo-achoo" for "he sneezed", and scratching his

chest for "he scratched") for each of the noises throughout the book. Now my son makes the noises

and motions when he "reads" it himself. He has memorized the book so he knows some of the

words on each page and he can "read" it himself!! This is a delightful book for children of all ages. A

must have for the book loving child.

I picked this book up in a bookstore and couldn't leave without it. This book is about Little Noises.



Little noises that bunnies, and bees, and babies can make. I love the shift from onomatopoeia to

open ended questions that lead the child to make the noises. One reviewer commented that the

story reads like a draft. I think it reads like a natural progression of thought and conversation, with

no contrived rhythm or rhyme, and I like it that way. My favorite line is "Yes. It was a

bumblebee."The illustrations are just Beautiful. I like the contrast between the polish of the

surroundings and the scruffiness of the bunny. And I love the lilacs.I just think it's a wonderful, sweet

book.

This is the story my 18 month granddaughter's parents read to her at bedtimes so I purchased a

copy to use at nap time. She loves it and she asks me to read it over and over. Lovely illustrations.

She stretches and yawns in the appropriate places. Doesn't fall asleep but can't blame that on the

book.

This was one of my favorite books to read to my children, now mid to late teens, when they were

little. So many wonderful memories. I gave it to a friend when she had her baby and her toddler will

not go to sleep without reading this first, and she makes all the little noises herself (same with my

little ones years ago!). I just bought it for another baby shower and will continue to do so :)

My 23 month old daughter LOVES this book - the first time I read it, she wanted to hear it again. I

act out all the noises and actions in the book, and she thinks it's a charm. Highly recommended - I

love Lisa McCue's illustrations.

The book and pictures are nice, but it is the puzzle of finding the 13 hidden "McCue" words painted

into the pictures that is great. It usually takes me about 30 minutes to read this book to my kid

because I spend so long straining my eyes to find the hidden words. Perhaps I need to upgrade

from the board book version I have that has such small illustrations!

my son absolutely loves this book, I am so glad I found it to order it, he likes to read it because the

little bunny makes sounds and then they ask in the book for you to make the sound also and he

likes to make sounds It is small and compact and fits in his hands and the pages are very heavy

and if he would get something on them they would wipe off.
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